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PERSONAL WORKSPACE

Individual workspaces have evolved over the years with more interior designers seeking 
more subtle technology integration. With the dawn of USB and Wireless Charging delivering 
smaller visible footprints above the desk, you can be assured your smart phones and laptops 
are charging at their safe and optimal rate with integrated CMS USB-C fast chargers.

Compliment Your Workspace with Form and Function
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The Athena power rails are a stylish design solution for any workplace. They are available 
to order with a wide range of power, USB, wireless charging & data possibilities. 

Athena rails are completely customizable to any length and specification you require with 
powder-coating options available. 

ATHENA POWER RAILS 
Above Desk Power Solution
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Unleash productivity with our THD series Gen2 USB-C Docking Station. It’s the first USB 
3.1 Gen 2, 10 Gbps universal docking station in the market that can deliver 100W power 
for efficient notebook charging. 

As a result, the commercial-grade USB-C docking station not only offers high-speed 
charging via USB-C, it also supports numerous standard peripherals and dual 4K
displays. The key features of our THD series docking stations allow for remote firmware 
upgrade and power reboot, significantly reducing time and labour costs

DOCKING STATIONS
 The Ultimate Desktop Experience
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The CMS Echo module delivers the latest charging technology while still being 
presented in a minimalistic surface design. It provides the perfect addition with the
ability to be integrated into personal workstations, soft-seating and collaborative spaces. 

It can be equipped with multiple combinations whether it be USB C+A Charging, 
Wireless Charging and Standard Power. Installation is fast and easy without the need for 
fastening from underneath the desk. 

ECHO SERIES
Minimalistic Surface Design
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CMS Trax umbilical cable management is specifically designed for cable protection when 
bringing power and data cables in a height-adjustable table application. 

Trax features either a single or dual compartment for cable distribution allowing power and 
data cabling to be run separately or simultaneously when using conduit.

TRAX UMBLICAL
Height Adjustable Cable Management
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Dynamo effortlessly rotates, pivots and extends, enabling tool-less and absolute 
adjustment to minimise eye and posture strain. In addition to its ergonomic ability, 
Dynamo is intuitively designed to deliver seamless handling from installation, mounting 
and on-going adjustment. The detachable VESA mounting plate is easily adaptable to 
support Laptops, MacBook, Thin-Client PC and Tablets, making it ideal for a host of 
applications, from commercial workstations, home office, retail and general areas
requiring continual adjustment.

DYNAMO MONITOR ARM
Configured To Move With You
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The CMS Wire Grid Series provides a simple yet effective solution to a clutter-free workspace, 
keeping cable mess under control under the desk. 

Wire Grid series mounting brackets screw to the underside of the workstation or back into 
the modesty panel and allows the basket to ‘snap’ into the bracket. These baskets can also 
be cut to a custom length with the new plastic end caps available to tidy up the trimmed 
ends. 

WIRE GRID  
Eliminate Workplace Clutter 
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The SW18 Series GPO, is available in a wide range of configurations including switches, 
round earth and rotated. They are a perfect addition to your workstation and can be easily 
mounted on the wire grid baskets. 

Whether your looking for duo, quad or 6 gang power outlets, the SW18 series GPO’s are 
the ideal choice for simply softwired power..

SOFTWIRED GPO
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Connect with us

SALES & TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Sales: sales@cmselectra.com

Estimating: estimating@cmselectra.com

REGIONAL OFFICES
Australia         1300 159 159
New Zealand         +64 (09) 582 0776
Singapore         +65 9006 0767
Malaysia         +60 162 077 106
United Kingdom        +44 (0) 7531 162 631
United States             +1 214 238 8296

CMS has made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and 
reliability of the information provided in this document are 
correct. All information contained in this document is to be 
used for general guidance only. CMS reserves the right 
to change, delete or modify the information without notice.
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